
Full Love
Count: 32 Wall: 2 Level: High Beginner - Cuban motion

Choreographer: Andrés de la Rubia Albertí (ES) - October 2019
Music: Love Is All Around - Wet Wet Wet

Music Secondary: I want it that Way (Back Street Boys)/Do You Remember (Phil Collins)

[1-9] Side, point, side, lockstep back,rock back, shuffle ¼ turn left
1 Rf to the right
2 Point Lf over Rf
3 Lf to the left
4&5 Rf diagonal back (4), Lf over Rf (&), Rf diagonal back
6-7 Lf back, recover weight Rf
8&9 Cross Lf over Rf turn ¼ left(8), Rf to the right (&), Lf cross over Rf (9)

[10-17] Rock side (with sway), chasse right, rock forward, chasse left
10-11 Rf to the right, recover weight Lf (we swing hips R&L)
12&13 Rf to the right, Lf beside Rf (&), Rf to the right (13)
14-15 Lf forward, recover weight Rf
16&17 Lf to the left, Rf beside Lf (&), Lf to the left (17)

[18-25] Rock forward,hips, step forward,¼ turn left, behind, side, cross
18-19 Rf diagonal forward,recover weight Lf, (extended position hips fw & back)
20&21 Hip right forward, Hip left back (&), Hip right forward (21)
22-23 Lf forward,¼ turn left on the left foot while we carry right foot next to Lf 24&25 Rf behind Lf, Lf

to the left (&), Rf cross over Lf
(Restart on the 4 wall)

[26-32&] Side, close, rumba back, side, touch, side, touch
26-27 Lf to the left, Rf next to the Lf (weight Rf)
28&29 Lf to the left, Rf next to Lf, Lf back
30-32& Rf to the right, touch Lf next to the Rf (31), Lf to the Left(32),Rf next Lf (&)

Note: in the Restart we will do until step 24& we will restart with step one

Enjoy the Dance
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